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The fashion accessories category is a separate market in itself,
bringing in considerable amount of capital to the Indian retail
industry. It has evolved from being just a functionality to a prime
attraction. Of this, the footwear industry is growing at a remarkable
pace, presenting Indian retailers and brands with an opportunity to
grow and innovate.
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November issue. We spoke to heads of leading footwear brands in
India to zero in on the demand dynamics in India, the competition
posed by international brands when they foray into the country and
the best practices adopted by them.
We also bring you the detailed interviews with two retail stalwarts
– Rahul Vira, CEO, Skechers India, and Inder Dev Singh Musafir,
M&B Footwear (P) Ltd. & Vice Chairman - CFLA – Council for
Footwear Leather & Accessories.
Vira outlines the history, and retail spread of his brand, while also
providing insights into the strategy to drive growth by adopting an
Omnichannel approach through online-offline integration and
specialty stores – all complemented by facts and figures.
Dev’s journey, on the other hand, becoming India’s first cult
footwear brand is inspiring to say the least. ID – his brand – offers
products that are distinct, compared to what is available today in the
cluttered footwear market.
And in continuation of our IRF special from last month, we bring
you a crisp barometer of the round-tables in which retail hotshots
discussed the rapid changes sweeping the industry in India, and
also in-depth insights on navigating the future.
We hope that you will find this issue of IMAGES Retail as insightful
as the rest. On a concluding note, I would like to remind our readers
about the 2018 annual mega congregation of the food retail industry
at India Food Forum, which is scheduled for January 17-19, 2018 in
Mumbai. We hope to see you there in large numbers.
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NEWSMAKERS NATIONAL

DIWALI A HAPPY
HUNTING GROUND
FOR INDIAN
RETAILERS
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

Retailers and brands in India made logical
moves in October, which included expansion,
strategising and venturing into new domains
– including foraying into international markets –
to provide their businesses a new way forward.

GODREJ INTERIO’S INDIA CIRCUS EYES `100 CRORE
REVENUE POST-EXPANSION PLANS
Godrej Interio, the furniture arm
of Godrej & Boyce Mfg Co. Ltd,
will open nine stores of India
Circus, the home store run by designer
Krsnaa Mehta. The partnership between
Krsna Mehta and Godrej Interio is a
matrix of 49:51.

“We work on the strategy of fast
fashion where we update our stocks
in every three months. We are trying
to increase our offline presence for a
rapid growth,” said Krsna Mehta, Design
Entrepreneur & Visionary, India Circus.
Known for home decor design
products,the brand is targeting a 8X
jump in its top line over the next three
years. The brand opened its first physical
outlet in Mumbai in April 2017 in Kala
Ghoda. It has recently opened a second
one in High Street Phoenix, Mumbai,
which is around 1100 sq. ft.
“We decided that pure online or pure
offline won’t work for India Circus. We
are looking ahead to open nine more

KHADIM INDIA EXPECTS TO RAISE `543 CR FROM IPO
Footwear retailer Khadim India, expects to raise `543 crore through initial
public offer next month, with the company fixing a price band of `745-750
per share. Net proceeds from the issue would be utilised towards payment of
loans and for general corporate purposes. Axis Capital and IDFC Bank are the books
running lead managers to the issue. The firm launched its IPO which opened from
November 2-6, 2017 with a price band of `745 to `750 per equity share of face value
of `10 each of the company.
At the upper-end of the price band, the IPO is expected to garner `543.06 crore.
The company was incorporated in 1981 and for several years it was involved in
wholesaling and distribution of basic utility footwear. It entered into the retail
business in 1993. As on June 30, 2017, it has 853 retail store outlets in across 23 states
and one union territory in India.
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EBOs stores by the end of this financial
year including in Bengaluru, Chennai,
Delhi, Kolkata, and Pune,” said Anil
Mathur, Chief Operating Officer, Godrej
Interio. The brand is also exploring
opening shop-in-shops in 55 Godrej
Interio outlets, which will guarantee it a
fairly good reach in the offline space. To
complete the Omnichannel circle, India
Circus is also looking to sell its products
on e-marketplaces like Amazon and
Snapdeal.
The brand starts with an offering for
their products from anywhere between
`200 and goes up to `6000. Its customers
range from 18 years to 70 years of age
and demographically, the brand is wellliked by consumers of all income groups.

TECHNOLOGY

GINESYS: A COMPREHENSIVE
RETAIL ERP SOFTWARE FOR THE
MODERN RETAIL VALUE CHAIN
– By Images Retail Bureau

R E T E L L I N G

R E T A I L

GINESYS USPs
Specialised Solution
Verticals: apparel,
accessories, lifestyle and
supermarkets.
Flexible Solution:
Caters to production,
wholesale, retail and
accounting.
Scalable Solution: Has
the capability to handle
100+ stores (Eg. V-Mart
140+ stores). Handling
450+ retail touchpoints
for Manyavar
Research &
Development: An
in-house R&D team in
Kolkata, which develops
new features using latest
technology to deliver
an off-the-shelf, robust
product.
Rapid Implementation:
Designed to be retail
specific, making
implementation fast and
smooth.

The benefits of implementing ERP solutions are endless, although
its main function is to improve business performances. ERP systems
provide valuable information as well as increases operational
efficiency, modernises inventory, generates extensive reports on
sales, purchases, and inventory positions…

T

he retail
industry across
the globe is
growing at a
fast pace and
to survive
the current and expected
growth in the business, many
organisations are on the look
out for a software that can
18 | IMAGES RETAIL | NOVEMBER 2017

manage all operations in an
efficient manner.
One such efficient system
that retailers can use is the
Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP). ERP is a business
process management
software that allows an
organisation to use a system
of integrated applications

to manage their business
and automate many backoffice functions related to
technology, services and
human resources. Many retail
companies have found ERP
solutions efficient in handling
existing processes for them.
The benefits of
implementing ERP solutions

Reliable Support:
Ginesys has its own
dedicated support
team which provides
both web and phonebased assistance. As a
result, the company has
99 percent customer
retention and 100
percent satisfaction
rates.

are endless, although its
main function is to improve
business performances.
ERP system provides
valuable information as well
as increases operational
efficiency, modernizes
inventory, generates extensive
reports on sales, purchases,
and inventory positions.

COVER STORY

INDIA’S FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY:

PUTTING ITS BEST FOOT
FORWARD
– By Zainab S Kazi

Footwear remains a very important industry in
India, contributing to not just employment
generation within the country but exports
as well. Today, India is the second largest
producer for footwear in the world, just
behind China.

H

ollywood mega star Marilyn Monroe once
said – “Give a girl the right shoes and she
can conquer the world.” And that may
well be true, since there are no two
thoughts about the fact that footwear
remains a very important industry in
India, contributing to not just employment generation
within the country but exports as well. Today, India is
the second largest producer for footwear in the world,
just behind China. Given a boost, the country can most
certainly surpass China and become the largest footwear
producer in the world.
Setting the context of the story, Farah Malik, Managing
Director & Chief Executive Officer, Metro Shoes Ltd – one
of the most respected footwear brands in India – shares the
dynamics of the industry that seems to have suffered some
setbacks in the year that went by.
“The footwear segment continues to perform well in
India. The market, however, has seen some significant
disruptions in FY 16-17. The majority of the Indian
footwear market is still unorganised, accounting
for 70 percent of the market. With events such as
demonetisation and GST, this segment has been
under significant strain this year. The organised
segment has experienced growing competition
from the international brands expanding their
footprint within India,” she says.
Hitting the nail right on the target, Anupam
Bansal, Executive Director, Liberty Shoes Ltd.,
talks about the dynamics of the footwear
industry in India. “Footwear market
is pegged at an interesting
stage currently. On
one hand it is
experiencing
growth with the
consumer shift
towards the
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EVENT

IHGF
DELHI FAIR
AUTUMN
2017

WORLD’S
LARGEST HOME
& SOURCING
SHOW OFFERS
MATCHLESS
SOURCING
OPPORTUNITY FOR
INDIAN RETAIL &
E-COMMERCE
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

IHGF Delhi Fair-Autumn
2017 offered an exclusive
opportunity for Indian retail
brands that strive to step-up
their offerings for top-end
consumers both for sourcing
as well as retailing. It is a
platform to conduct business
and source export quality
lifestyle products of renowned
global chains including Target,
and IKEA.
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A

fter five energy-charged days, the world’s largest show for home, lifestyle,
fashion & textiles and the only one of its kind, IHGF Delhi Fair, India,
signed off splendidly, beating expectations all round.
Certified by the Limca Book of World Records as the world’s largest
congregation of handicraft exporters, this show is an essential meeting
ground for the international gifting and lifestyle products industry.
It has taken shape over 44 editions as a sought after sourcing event, encompassing
the complete supply chain of home fashion & utility, collectibles, gifting and fashion
accessories.
The recently concluded Autumn 2017 edition brought together over 3000 exhibitors
with innovative collections confirming to 14 different show sectors.
This upsurge in participants was met with quality buyer traffic and contributed to a
substantial amount of order placing and enquiries.
Buyers from all over the world with impressive numbers from USA, Canada, Europe,
Australia, South America, Middle East and Asia, thronged the entire expanse of the
plush India Expo Centre & Mart, venue for IHGF Delhi Fair. Wide-ranging selections
presented by leading export houses at the show inspired buyers to replenish their
merchandise and add new product lines for seasons ahead.
Responding to the retail and e-tail advancement in India, organisers of IHGF Delhi
Fair, Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts (EPCH), have also opened their doors
to domestic volume retail buyers, interior designers and architects. Many of the Indian
stores/wholesale buyers and leading e-commerce chains keen to source international
quality products within India pre-registered to visit.
EPCH had arrangements for these buyers to visit the fair and meet suppliers as per
their requirements. 1300 exhibitors displayed the symbol ‘SR’ (Source for Retail) who
were open to domestic retail buyers. Over 800 domestic volume buyers pre-registered
to visit and an additional 1,700 had the opportunity of sourcing at IHGF Delhi Fair.
Domestic volume buyers already patronising the show include IKEA, H&M, Fab
India, Lifestyle Stores, Westside, Home Stop, Home Town, Archies, @home, The
Good Earth Pvt. Ltd., Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd., The Bombay Store, The Furniture

IN CONVERSATION

Skechers India plans
to carry forward
the legacy of the
global brand and
establish itself as
a performance and
lifestyle-oriented
brand that caters to
all age groups. The
brand aims to adapt
to an Omnichannel
approach by
integrating online
and offline for its
distribution channel
– department and
specialty stores…

I

ndia’s fashion and
lifestyle market has
grown exponentially
in the last decade.
Over the last few
years, this growth has
spilled over to accessories,
giving an impetus to the
footwear industry. From a
basic, need-based industry,
it has become an evolving
fashion and style category.
The push has helped
India become the second
largest footwear producer
in the world, with footwear
production accounting for
approximately 9 percent of
the global annual production
– 22 billion pairs as compared
to China, which produces
over 60 percent of the global
production.
The growth has made
India a fertile market for
footwear brands to explore,
with Indian and international
players introducing their
performance wear, lifestyle,
casual and formal collections
in the country.
One such brand which has
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SKECHERS TO GO
OMNICHANNEL;

TO INTRODUCE ITS OWN PORTAL
IN NEXT COUPLE OF MONTHS
– By Charu Lamba

helped reshape the Indian
footwear market is Skechers.
Skechers, which entered
India in 2012, was initially
importing its products in
the country. When this was

not enough, in 2015, the
company decided to start
a local manufacturing unit
to serve both domestic and
export markets. The idea was
to firmly plant itself in the

ripe ground that India posed.
After nine months of dealing
with the Indian Government,
the brand finally received
permission to open single
brand outlets in India.

BRAND FOCUS

Tell us about ID.
ID, India’s first cult footwear brand, aims to
create a unique line of products that draw
from various elements of fashion. ID’s core
consumer falls between the age group of
18-25 years, mostly college goers and young
professionals, who have a knack to do
things differently, go beyond conventional
boundaries, follow new fashion trends, love
music and participate in off-beat events.

How successfully has ID expanded its
product portfolio over the years? How
distinct are its products?

INDIA’S FIRST CULT
FOOTWEAR BRAND
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

ID, owned by M&B Footwear, aims to set up a minimum of 50
exclusive flagship stores across all major cities in India. With
aggressive market consolidation and product diversification
already underway, Inder Dev Singh Musafir, M&B Director, has
a valid reason to be optimistic. In an interaction, he highlighted
the choice of innovative materials, colours and tooling as
major factors which differentiate ID from others.
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Our team travels around the world to
not only discover emerging trends, new
materials, new tooling/techniques but
also to understand the mindset of the
youth. With the help of these new learning
and extensive collaborations with our
international channel partners, our design
team creates footwear that is distinctive
and stylish. These unique designs reflect
the mindset of our target consumers, who
believe in the quality ID produces. Together,
they have made ID into a real ‘Cult’ brand.
Although our focus is on building the
potential of our existing product portfolio,
but at the same time we are consistently
working towards exploring new product
categories. ID’s current product portfolio
has over 300 designs in different product
categories like boots, sneakers, rugged
casuals, sandals and flip-flops.

What factors make the products
different in the market? What factors
has majorly contributed to the brand’s
success in India?
The biggest factor which differentiates ID,
is the choice of its innovative materials,
colours and tooling. Every product is
distinct compared to what is available today
in the unorganised footwear market. Special
surface treatments on leather, hybrid
combination of materials, construction and
adoption of exclusive moulds and dies make
it further unique and authentic within its
segment.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP SERIES

UNLOCKING THE ELUSIVE R.O.I IN
OMNICHANNEL TRANSFORMATIONS
AN INSIGHTFUL ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION POWERED BY ARVIND INTERNET
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

The roundtable
debated how in
this always-on
Omnichannel digital
age, retailers must
create the best
experience to meet
consumers’ needs and
capture their hearts,
minds and wallets.
Session Partner

A

t the India
Omnichannel
Forum 2017
– held on
September 19
and 20, 2017 in
Mumbai, concurrently with
the India Retail Forum – retail
leaders met to debate ‘The
Business View: Unlocking
the Elusive Return-OnInvestment in Omnichannel
Transformations’. The
roundtable, powered by
Arvind Internet, debated
how in this always-on
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Mukul Bafana

Bijou Kurien

Omnichannel digital age,
retailers must create the
best experience to meet
consumers’ needs and
capture their hearts, minds
and wallets.
The esteemed panel
included Moderator: Mukul
Bafana, Co-founder and
CEO, Arvind Internet CoModerator: Bijou Kurien,
Board Member, L Catterton
Asia; Ajay Kapoor, President
- Retail, Fabindia; Mohit
Kampani, CEO, Aditya Birla
Retail; Sanjay Vakharia,
CEO, Spykar; Vasanth
Kumar, Executive Director,
Max; Rajesh Jain, Managing
Director & CEO, Lacoste;
Sunil Nayak, CEO, Reliance
Jewels; Vikram Upadhyaya,
Chief Mentor, GHV

Mohit Kampani

Accelerator / Greenhouse
Ventures; and Dhiraj Mehta,
GM Brands, Numero Uno
Clothing & COCO Business.
Arvind Internet, an
e-commerce division of
textiles major Arvind, is
restructuring its business
operations to become an
Omnichannel enabler for
large brands and retailers,
providing technological and
back-end support to them.
The firm has already
bagged contracts to create
brand e-commerce sites and
omnichannel capabilities for
brands such as GAP, Tommy
Hilfiger, CK, Puma, Levi’s,
Reliance Brands, Converse,
Being Human, Forever New,
Numero Uno and BlackBerry
in the Indian market and

aims to have 30 more brands
in its kitty by the end of this
fiscal.
Mukul Bafana, Cofounder and CEO, Arvind
Internet said that his
company was India’s
Omnichannel enablement
company. “We work with
brands and retailers to
enable their online and
offline journey and drive
value in creating value for
the customers also. We work
with brands like GAP, Tommy
Hilfiger, CK, Levi’s, Converse
to name a few. We have built
an entire technology stack
and supporting services
to drive Omnichannel. We
focus on providing end-toend Omnichannel solutions.
Beyond our technology stack
we have services like call
centers, logistics provider,
retail operations support, and
content management as well.”
Bijou Kurien, Board
Member, L Catterton Asia
structured the session into
four broad points:
When retailers think
Omnichannel, what does it
mean for them?
What is the frame-work
they have in mind to define
the return on Omnichannel
investment?
In which part of the
business would they like
to make Omnichannel
investments?
What are the challenges
and obstacles in their
Omnichannel journey?
Mohit Kampani, CEO,
Aditya Birla Retail shares
his vision as he says, “For a
physical retailer, specially
one in grocery retail, the
choice is pretty clear. For
us Omnichannel clearly
means providing seamless
transactions to customers
between channels and the
same service when they visit
stores.”

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP SERIES

THE FUTURE TELESCOPE RETAIL
2030: WHAT IT WILL TAKE TO GET
THERE & RULE THERE
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

Retail chains around the world are facing an increasing margin squeeze –
from changing consumer behavior, new store formats, rising complexity,
supplier consolidation, and other factors. Retailers need to take new
approaches to improve operations and boost competitive advantage…
Session Partner

O

ver the past
decade
or so, the
Indian retail
industry has
emerged as
one of the most dynamic and
fast-paced industries due to
the entry of several new players.India’s total retail market
has grown at a CAGR of 14.7
percent since 2014 to reach
the size of `5,531,471 crore in
2016. It accounts for over 10
percent of the country’s GDP
and around 8 percent of the
employment.
India, currently is the
world’s fifth-largest global
destination in the retail space,
surpassing China as the most
promising and reliable market
for the retail expansion.
India’s high economic
growth, strong positioning
an investment hub, the
stable government from the
world perspective, economic
and tax reforms, improving
market sentiments, large
earning and spending young
population, burgeoning
e-commerce,digitalisation
at the domestic level will act
as main driving factors in the
retail market growth in days
to come.
Mobile phones, Internet,
data, shopping apps, Amazon,
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and Flipkart etc. have
changed how consumers
live, think and shop. And
the changes are only going
to accelerate in the coming
years. Retail chains around
the world are facing an
increasing margin squeeze
– from changing consumer
behavior, new store formats,
rising complexity,supplier
consolidation, and other
factors. Retailers need to
take new approaches to
improve operations and boost
competitive advantage.
At an IRF 2017 session ‘The
Future Telescope: Retail
2030: What It Will Take to
Get There And Rule There’,
Samik Roy, Director &
Country Head (Dynamics)
Microsoft India talked about
empowering retailers, digital
disruption and the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.
He started with an example
of a lady on holiday in Italy,
and she wants to shop
So, she asks the Microsoft
Digital Assistant, Quotana,
what tourists buy in Italy
and where she can get it
from. Quotana gives her
options and then even fixes
an appointment at a store
for her when she makes up
her mind. The store already
knows she is coming, and
the store assistant knows
exactly what she is looking
for. Meanwhile, Quotana also
informs the store assistant

that the particular
SKU which the lady is
buying is in demand,
selling fast, and might
be out of stock soon.
The store assistant
places an order with
his warehouse to replenish
his inventory. Everyone goes
home satisfied!

Bridging the OnlineOffline Divide
Today’s generation of
consumers prefer going to the
online space first for buying
anything.
When the consumer comes
to your online store, there are
no timings. It’s not a 10am to
8pm shop. It is 24*7*365 shop.
You can browse through any
brand you like, at any time
of the day and even connect
with people who have bought
those brands before, find out
about discounts, delivery
times. In an offline store,
only an in-store assistant is
available at particular timings.
So, how do you bridge
this divide? And it’s very
important that this divide be
bridged.
The retail industry is going
through a massive digital
transformation – the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. The
revolution is changing the
way consumers are behaving,
their expectations and is
forcing retail organsiations
to think differently, and to

Samik Roy

change their processes to
accommodate the consumer.
The first revolution was
about the steam, that’s
when machinery came in,
people moved from manual
work to machines and the
machines were driven by
steam. The second revolution
was when electricity came
in, machines became bigger
and they became faster. The
third revolution was when IT
came into space – we got in
processors, started automatic
processes to make things
faster. We brought in the
whole era of productivity.
The fourth era of revolution
is taking the productivity to
a higher level where we talk
about automating things
faster and everybody being
more and more productive.
And that cannot happen if
employees in a store or even
online (those interacting
with consumers) are not
empowered. Employees
need to be empowered with
consumer information, as
well as product information
so they can provide a better
consumer experience.
The second most important
aspect of succeeding in

